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Dear Readers,

Recently we presented you with a challenge: sign up for a Global Research Membership and
help  sustain  our  efforts  to  continue  providing  cutting-edge  news  and  insightful,  timely
analysis.

We have received many responses, taking various forms – membership enrolments, mailing
list subscriptions, donations and many words of support.

While we value every contribution, Global Research nonetheless continues to operate on a
shoestring budget and depends on the financial support of its readers.

This past week, the free CRG Newsletter, which is sent out to over 18,500 readers, received
well over 200 new subscribers; however, only about 3% of these have opted to become
Global Research Members.

Supporting Global Research through an annual membership means investing in initiatives
that increase awareness and spread important research to the broader public. Consider
some of the following comments which we have received from Global Research readers:

“Thanks … for your outstanding research and insights! We deserve the truth,
please continue your hard work so people can see it with their own eyes!”

“FLAWLESS! CRG is absolutely fantastic!! REAL NEWS IN REAL TIME. Spread the
news about CRG … it’s an obligation to educate yourselves!!!”

“Global Research is an invaluable resource on the web for information about
world  events.  I  visit  the  site  every  day  and  post  significant  articles  on  my
Facebook  page  for  all  to  read.”

“I discovered Global Research last year and have been reading since. Your
analysis  is  staggering  and  remarkable  in  the  face  of  mainstream  media
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propaganda and public mass delusion. I commend all of you for your tireless
hard work and the spread of truth.”

“I’d like to thank Global Research for providing us with up to date information
of current events around the world… If everyone was to get their news from
Global Research the masses would be well informed and more aware instead of
being brainwashed by mainstream media. “

“We have to get the wisdom and passion of Global Research to young people…
We need the young badly to hear your messages.”

We thank you for this encouragement, and remind our readers that Global Research is able
to  maintain  its  independence  because  it  does  not  seek  financial  support  from private  and
public foundations. Bear in mind that all  our authors, the CRG’s directors and research
associates have generously volunteered their time and energy to Global Research.

Therefore, we ask that you consider actively supporting Global Research through an annual
membership. 

Don’t forget that every new subscription for a one-year membership is entitled to a FREE
copy of F. William Engdahl’s best selling book, “Seeds of Destruction”, shipped directly to
you as our way of saying thank you for your support.

Please  visit  our  Membership  page  for  instructions  on  how you  can  become a  Global
Research Member.

If you are already a Member and wish to Make a Donation to Global Research, click here. 

If you are in a position to make a larger donation, visit our Art for Peace page.

Award Winning Movie: “SUPERPOWER”:
Interview with Filmmaker on RBN this Thursday!
– by Barbara-Anne Steegmuller – 2009-09-08
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America’s “War on Terrorism”
Book by Michel Chossudovsky
– 2009-09-07

Selected Articles

Financial Parasites Have Killed the American Economy
A Review of Economist Michael Hudson
– by Washington’s Blog – 2009-08-27

Europe’s Space Program: Will Vega Ever Take Off?
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– by Maxim Rubakin – 2009-08-27

Living In A Culture of Delusion, Denial and Ignorance
– by Danny Schechter – 2009-08-27

Artificial Life will be created ‘Within Months’: Genome Experts claim Vital Breakthrough
– 2009-08-27

A Stock Market Rally Engineered by our Government
Stay as far away from it as possible
– by Bob Chapman – 2009-08-27

The Rising Tide of Unemployment in America
How Bad Will It Get, And What Can We Do?
– by Washington’s Blog – 2009-08-26

“Charity in Truth.”: Pope Benedict XVI on Economics
– by Richard C. Cook – 2009-08-26
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Iranian Sunni rebel confesses U.S. role in terror plots inside Iran
– 2009-08-26

Growing Poverty and Despair in America
– by Stephen Lendman – 2009-08-26
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“Liberation’s” Legal Limbo
– by Felicity Arbuthnot – 2009-08-26

CIA Involvement: Police chief: Lockerbie evidence was faked
CIA planted tiny fragment of circuit board crucial in convicting a Libyan for the 1989 mass
murder of 270 people
– by Marcello Mega – 2009-08-25

How American Health Care Killed My Father
– by David Goldhill – 2009-08-25

United Kingdom: Half of GPs refuse swine flu vaccine over testing fears
– 2009-08-25
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The Responsibility to Protect, the International Criminal Court, and Foreign Policy in Focus
Subverting the UN Charter in the Name of Human Rights
– by Edward S. Herman , David Peterson – 2009-08-25

The H1N1 Swine Flu Pandemic: Manipulating the Data to Justify a Worldwide Public Health
Emergency
– by Michel Chossudovsky – 2009-08-25

A  Worldwide  public  health  emergency  is  unfolding,  4.9  billion  doses  of  H1N1  swine  flu
vaccine  are  envisaged  by  the  WHO.
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AFRICOM: The Pentagon’s First Direct Military Intervention In Africa
– by Rick Rozoff – 2009-08-25

VIDEO; Compulsory Vaccination in America?
$1000 Per Day Fine & 30 Days In Jail For Refusing the Swine Flu Vaccine In Massachusetts
– 2009-08-24

The “Populist Revolt” against the Obama Administration’s Health Care Proposals
– by Richard C. Cook – 2009-08-24

Crisis of Solvency or “Double-dip Recession”
– by Washington’s blog – 2009-08-24

War to escalate after Afghan election
– by James Cogan – 2009-08-24

Iraqi Natural Gas by Pipeline to Western Europe
Nabucco not to have filling up problems
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– 2009-08-24

Israel wants Swedish apology over “organ trade”
– 2009-08-24

“Food Standards Guidelines” Threaten Human Health
Codex Alimentarius (CA) serves corporate interests
– by Stephen Lendman – 2009-08-24

Gloom Versus Optimism: Is the Global Economic Recession Over?
– by Shamus Cooke – 2009-08-24
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“BioSecurity”: The Policies of Secrecy and Deceit
Meet Homeland Security’s New Bioterror Czarina
– by Tom Burghardt – 2009-08-24

Gross National Product (GNP): How is it Calculated? What does it Measure?
– by Prof. John Kozy – 2009-08-24

Murdering Palestinians for  their  organs:  “All  facts on the ground prove Swedish report
correct”
– by Saed Bannoura – 2009-08-23

H1N1 October surprise prevention
– by Deborah Dupre – 2009-08-22
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Blackwater: CIA Assassins?
– by Jeremy Scahill – 2009-08-22

Fake Homeland Security Terror Alerts during Bush Adminstration
Tom Ridge’s Revelations Vindicate “Unserious” Terror Alert Skeptics
– by Jason Linkins – 2009-08-22

Afghans “Sandwiched” between Taliban and US-NATO backed Warlords
Malalai Joya’s “Raising My Voice”
– by Julien Mercille – 2009-08-22

AFRICOM: Western Self-Serving Interests or African Security?
– by Paul I. Adujie – 2009-08-22

Pentagon Plans For Global Military Supremacy
U.S., NATO Could Deploy Mobile Missiles Launchers To Europe
– by Rick Rozoff – 2009-08-22

The original source of this article is Global Research
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